Introduction. In the present paper we determine all purely differential geometric objects of the first class, with three components in a two-dimensional space, i.e. according to the terminology of J. Aczel and S.Gol^b objects of the type [j, 2,l] (cf. [2] p.15), which have a linear homogeneous transformation formula. In the sequel we shall investigate the equivalence (cf. [2] , [3] ) of objects obtained in the case where the functions occurring in the transformation formula are measurable.
In section 1 transformation formulae of all objects discussed above are given. These transformation formulae result immediately from the general solution of the multiplicative equation determined in paper [5] . Section 2 comprises some general remarks on th» equivalence of abstract geometric objects used in the sequel of this paper. Sections 3,4 and 5 are devoted to investigations concerning the equivalence of objects presented in section 1, and to the classification of abstract geometric objects with the fibre R^ [^l])» assuming measurability of the functions determining the transformation formulae.
1. We shall investigate purely differential geometric objects of type [3, 2, 1] with the linear homogeneous transformation formula:
It follows from the group property of transformation (1.5) , that for all matrices A, B GLé(2,R) = L^ (i.e. A,B are non-singular 2x2 real matrices) the function F must satisfy thé functional equation On the other hand, if the matrix F (e) is non-singular,then F (A) is non-singular for all non-singular matrices A. Therefore the functions F are non-singular solutions of equation (1.5) (of. [5] ).
In this paper we shall detemine all linear homogeneous objects of type [j,2,lJ , without any assumptions imposed on functions occurring in the transformation formula (1.5).
The general non-singular solution of equation (1.5) was given in {5]. We quate the following results obtained in ' [5] * Lemma 1.1. The non-singular matrix-function F(A), satisfying equation (1.5) for all A and B e GL(2,R) = L^ , must have one of the following forms: ,-1
is a homomorphism, that is, a real linear 3x3 representation of the group R^ = R\{o}. Thus, G ($?) = G ($) . G (?) for all £, ? e R* and G (11) = E . All functions G were determined by M. Kuczma [5] ). In formulae (1.8) , (1.10) and (1.11) C is an arbitrary matrix e GL (3,R) , and 50, tp^ are arbitrary non-trivial functions satisfying the functional equation (1.12) cp ($?) = <p{\) <p (?) £ 0 .
Hence we immediately get the following Theorem 1.1. Every purely differential geometric object of the first class with three components in a two-dimensional space with a linear homogeneous transformation formula must be of the form (1.3), where F (A) is one of the matrices (1.8), (1.10) and (1.11).
The objects with the transformation formulae (1.3), when the function F (A) is of the form (1.11) are called objects of type J (cf. [2] , p. 47). They were determined and classified by M. Kucharzewski and M. Kuczma (cf. [ll], p. 6).
Therefore in the sequel we shall investigate only the equivalence of objects obtained with the transformation formulae (1.3) were the function F (A) is either of the form (1.8) or (1.10) i.e. the objects of the type: Of course, if two abstract geometric objects are strictly equivalent, they are also equivalent.But two equivalent abstract geometric objects need not be strictly equivalent.
In this paper the fibres M = N = R 5 , but L = AtL® = = GL (2,R). 2) The set of all IeL® , which fransfoim an element u> Q of the fibre M of the object co into co , forms a subgroup of the group L® . This subgroup will be called the stability subgroup of the object co , related to co Q , and will be denoted ty G Wq M i.e.
Stability subgroup plays a very important role in equivalence problem of the geometric objects.
We recall Theorem 2.2 of (p. 188), namely: Lemma 2.1.
If an object co with the transformation formula (2.1) is equivalent-to an object <5 with the transformation formula (2.2), then the stability subgroup of co ahd 6" in u> Q and <3 Q = H(co Q ) are identical, where H is a one-to-one mapping of the fibre M onto the fibre IT such that for weM and <?eN relation (2.3) implies the relation (2.4) (i.e. H is tne function establishing the equivalence of the objects co and <? .-The function H is invariant under transformation of the coordinate system.). 
where C is an arbitrary matrix e GL (3,R), is equivalent to an object co with the transformation formula (1.3) i.e. co' = IMA) • co . Lemma 2.3.
If an object £2 ^ is equivalent to an object for i = 1,2, . . . , n, then the object Q = = (52^,S2 2 , . . . , £2 Q ) is equivalent to the object = Hence every object co with the transformation formula (1.14-) is equivalent to the object co with the transformation formula
The object co with the transformation formula (3.2) is not equivalent to an object with the transformation formula (1.3) where the function F(A) IS of the form (1.8) or (1.11) .
Proof.
For an indirect proof let us suppose that the object co with the transformation formula (3.2) is equivalent to an object <5 with transformation formula (1.3) with the function F (A) of form (1.8) or (1.11). On the other hand, taking into account formulae (1.9)» (1.11) we have F (A Q ) = E and G (1) = E . Hence we obtain F (A ) = E and it follows from (3.3) that (5*)' = 6*. Thus, <?* = F (A Q ) • 8* , which means that k Q e G s *{6) .
Finally we have A Q e G^xic?) and A Q $ G^iw) which contradicts relation (3.8). Thus,objects u> and 6 cannot be equivalent.
R e m. a r k 3.1.
Taking into account the symmetry of the relation of equivalence of objects and applying Lemma 3-2 we infer first of all that the object co with the transformation formula (1.13), where the function F 0 (A) is defined by formula (1.9), is not equivalent to an object with the transformation formula (3.2). Consequently, by Lemma 2.2 the object (3.1) is not equivalent to an objects ¿3 with the transformation formula (1.14).
Lemma

3.3«
The object w with the transformation formula (3.1), where the function F Q (A) is defined by formula (1.9), is not equivalent to an object with the transformation formula (1.3) with the function F (A) of the form
Proof.
For an indirect proof let us suppose that the object co with the transformation formula (3.1) is equivalent to an object 9 with the transformation formula (1.3) where the function F (A) is of the form (1.11) i.e. (3.12) 9' = C • G (J) . C~1 9 .
Consequently, there exists a one-to-one mapping H of the fibre R^ onto the fibre R^ such that for 9 e R^ and ioeR^ the relation (3.13) H (9) implies the relation (3.14-) co'=H(p'). Finally we have A^ e G^i?) and A^ £ G w1 (w) which contradicts relation (3.17) . Thus, objects co and ^ cannot be equivalent.
4. In the sequel we shall investigate the equivalence of objects with the transformation formula (3.1), where for every A 6 GL(25,E) = L2 the function F Q (A) is of the form (1.9) and the function f occurring in the transformation formula (3*1) is measurable i.e. <p is the measurable non-trivial solution of the equation (1.12) . Then the function f is defined by formula (1.15). Lemma 4.1. Every object w with ttie transformation formula (3.1), where the function F Q (A) is of the form (1.9), is equivalent to the object r with the transformation formula This function H is a one-to-one mapping H of the fibre R^ onto the fibre IT such that for coe R^ and reN the relation r = H(co) implies the relation r'= H(co' ) . Thus, in reality r = H(co) =s> r'= H(w') . is not equivalent to an object <5 with the transformation formula .¿I .
H(w') = H^(J) F 0 (A) -co) = H( >( J)
<p
Proof.
For an indirect proof let us suppose that the object « with the transformation formula (4.10) is equivalent to an object C with the transformation formula(4.11). Consequently there exists a one-to-one mapping H of the fibre M = R^ onto the fibre N = R^ such that for w£ R^ and <5 e R^ the relation (4.12) 6= H{co) implies the relation (4. ,13) 6'= H(co').
In view of the Lemma 2.1 if the object co is equivalent to an object 0" then the stability subgroups of cj and 6" in 60 q and 6 q = H(co 0 ) are identical. Hence,we have Proof. We omit details of the simple proof which is analogous to that given for Lemma 4.2. For an indirect proof, let us suppose that the object co with the transformation formula (4.25) is equivalent to an object 6 with the transformation formula (4.26). and H is the function establishing the equivalence of the objects co (4.25) and 6" (4.26)., Hence it follows that A^ and A^eGj^U), thus 
'
Finally we have A e G^iff) and A $ G w^( co) which contradicts the relation (4.27). Thus, the objects co and tf with the transformation formulae (4.25) and (4.26) for p ^ q cannot be equivalent.
Since the proof of the Lemma 4.3 is valid when J=det A^ > >0 and J=det A^> 0, then at the same time we have proved the following: 
4.4) .
In the above formulae the object w onto the fibre R x R of the object 52 such -z PI that for ue'Band 52 e R x R relation £2 = H(w) -as may easly be shown-implies the relation 52'= H(co') .
The objects with the transformation formulae (5.1) and (•5.2) have been classified in papers [8] , [7] under assumption that the transformation formulae (5.1) and (5.2) are measurable i.e. that the functions <p and <poccurring in the transformation formulae (5.1) and (5.2) are measurable.
According to [8] (cf. p. 35 section 3), every abstract geometric object with the transformation formula (5.1) with ? the fibre R and with the measurable function cp ,is strictly equivalent to one and only one of the following objects: Observe that all W -densities are equivalent to the W -density of weight -1 and similarly all G -densities are equivalent to the G -density of weight -1 (cf. [8] p. 35).
Applying the results of paper [8] (3.2) , where the functions cp and §5j are measurable, is equivalent to an object £2 , which is the pair of objects [ & 2 ) , where is any object (5.3), (5.5), (5.7) and (5.9) and & 2 is any object with the transformation formula (5.11) -(5.14-). Applying analogous considerations and similar arguments as in section 4 we can prove that the pairs 01 the above mentioned objects are not equivalent to one another.
Thus, pairs of the objects with the transformation formulae Every abstract purely differential geometric object of the first class, with three components in a two-dimensional space, with linear homogeneous transformation formula (1.J) (i.e. and (1.1)), where the function F (A) is of the form (1.8) and (1.10) provided that the occurring functions <p and cp ^ are measurable, with the fibre R-' and L 2 = GL (2,R), is equivalent to one and only one of' the following objects:.
